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深圳外国语学校 2020—2021 第一学期期末考试

初二英语试卷（2021.1）

III. Multiple choice. (0.5*25, 12.5’)
( ) 21. It is reported that the population of this country 5%.

A. is increased on B. has increased to
C. is increased at D. has increased by

( ) 22. It is interrupt others while they are speaking.
A. bad manner B. bad manners
C. bad manners to D. bad manner to

( ) 23. We the portrait of Deng Xiaoping as we drove quickly past.
A. examined B. glimpsed C. stared D. sneaked

( ) 24. —What a nice T-shirt! How muchdid you it?

—It me twenty yuan.
A. spend on; take B. pay for; cost
C. spend in; took D. pay for; costs

( ) 25. The students have been working hard on their lessons and their efforts with
success .
A. will be rewarded, in the end B. were rewarded, in the end
C. will reward, at the end D. were rewarded, at the end

( ) 26. —A talk on Chinesespace project in the school hall next week.

—Sounds great!
A. is given B. has been given C. will be given D. will give

( ) 27. —The Olympic Games every four years.

—So is the World Cup.
A. are held B. were held C. are holding D. will hold

( ) 28. —What about the preparation for the party next week?

—Well, all problems soon.
A. are going to be discussed B. will discuss
C. are going to discuss D. have been discussed

( ) 29. —Shenzhen Ping’an Financial Center is the tallest building in the city.

— from here?
A. Can it see B. Can it be seen
C. Does it see D. Can be seen

( ) 30. —When this kind of watch ?

—Last year.
A. did, invent B. was invented
C. is, invented D. would, invent
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( ) 31. —I was told that Oliver Twist to the orphanage.

—Right. Poor little boy.
A. had been sent B. was sending C. has sent D. will be sent

( ) 32. —The river water keeps rising and the rice fields are in danger.

—Action now!
A. should take B. has taken
C. must be taken D. need taking

( ) 33. —The professor is raising his voice tomake himself .

—Yes. The students are too noisy.
A. hear B. to hear C. be heard D. heard

( ) 34. —More and more subway stations are in Shenzhen these days.

—Good! There will fewer traffic jams in the future.
A. building; be B. built; have C. built; have D. being built; be

( ) 35. —Who the book The Call of the Wild ?

—Jack London, one of the greatest American novelists.
A. was, written by B. was, written from
C. did, write D. did, written by

( ) 36. —Great changes in the city.

—That’s true. A lotof factories .
A. have been taken place; set up B. have taken place; have been set up
C have taken place; was set up D. were taking place; were setting up

( ) 37. —You should return the book to mike. It him.

—Sure.

A. belongs to B. is belonged
C. is belonging to D. is being belonged to

( ) 38. —Our new sports car well.

—Yes. But there’s still a lot .
A. are sold, to improve B. sells, to improve
C. is selling, to be improved D. sell, to be improving

( ) 39. —I’m thinking whether the dog .

—It after returning from camping.
A. needs washing, is smelt badly B. needs to wash, smells badly
C. needs washing, smells bad D. needs to be washed, is smelt bad

( ) 40. —Did anyone find out ?

—No. It was taken to the police station.
A. whose bike was it B. whose bike it was
C. whose bike it is D. whose bike is it

( ) 41. —I saw you and Mary talking.

—Yes. She was wondering .
A. if Jim has finished reading the book B. why Jim had so many questions
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C. what would we do D. when will Jim leave for Paris
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( ) 42. —Could you tell me you have enjoyed the party?

—Certainly. I’ve never been to one before.
A. if, a more exciting B. whether, the most excited
C. that, a more exciting D. how, the most exciting

( ) 43. —Were you in time for the film yesterday?

—No, we were late. It when I to the cinema.
A. has begun; get B. had begun; got C. would begin; got D. has been on; get

( ) 44. Which of the following sentences is NOT CORRECT?
A. Joe is away on vacation and he has gone to Italy.
B. My classmate keeps asking what is the matter.
C. Which is more easily to learn, fishing or swimming?
D. The ancient people couldn't understand that the earth travels around the sun.

( ) 45. Which of the following sentences is CORRECT?
A. The mall is too crowded that I finished shopping as quickly as possible.
B. No one knows what the computers of tomorrow will be like.
C. Who studies more hardly, Mark or Billy?
D. Mike has been to the library and I think he’ll be back in an hour.

IV. Cloze. (0.5*10, 5’)
I learned how to accept life as it is from my father. 46 , he did not teach me acceptance

when he was strong and healthy, but rather when he was 47 and ill. My father was once a
strong man who loved being active, but a terrible illness 48 all that away. Now he can no
longer walk, and he must sit quietly in a chair all day. Even talking is 49 .

One night, I went to visit him with my sisters. We started talking about life, and I told them about
one of my beliefs. I said that we must very often give up 50 we grow - our youth, our beauty,
our friends - but it always seems that after we give something up, we gain something new in its place.
Then suddenly my father 51 , “Son, I gave up everything! What have I gained?” I couldn’t

52 anything to say. 53 , he answered his own question, “I gained the love of my family.
“I looked at my sisters and saw tears in their eyes, along with hope and 54 . I was also
touched by his words.

After that, when I began to feel angry at someone, I would remember his words and became
55 . If he could replace his great pain with a feeling of love for others, then I should be able to

give up my small anger. In this way, I learned the power of acceptance.
( ) 46. A. Afterwards B. Therefore C. However D. Meanwhile
( ) 47. A. tired B. weak C. poor D. slow
( ) 48. A. took B. threw C. sent D. put
( ) 49. A. impossible B. difficult C. stressed D. hopeless
( ) 50. A. as B. since C. before D. till
( ) 51. A. stood up B. turned away C. spoke up D. got through
( ) 52. A. think of B. come up C. pick up D. care about
( ) 53. A. Naturally B. Certainly C. Surprisingly D. Hardly
( ) 54. A. sorrow B. thankfulness C. worry D. confidence
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( ) 55. A. quiet B. upset C. confused D. calm
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10% Off
Show this coupon at the Bookstore to get a 10% discount on any book you buy. We have lots

of books to choose from, including children’s books, novels and travel guides. You’re sure to find
something that you will enjoy.

Free Soft Drink
Buy any meal for at least 6% off at Mike’s Cafe, and receive a free soft drink. We serve the

best hamburgers and snacks in the mall. Come in and try our delicious meals and our excellent
service. You won’t be disappointed!

Half - price Movie Tickets
Buy any full-price movie ticket on Tuesday or Wednesday, and you can buy a second ticket

for a friend for only a half price. The latest movies are all here.

V. Reading comprehension. (1*20, 20’)
A

Bayfield Shopping Coupons

( ) 56. You can get a 10% discount if you buy at the Bookstore.
A. tourist souvenirs B. children’s toys
C. Literature guidebooks D. Christmas cards

( ) 57. If you eat at Mike’s Cafe, you can .
A. get a discounted meal B. get a soft drink for 6% off
C. enjoy good views D. receive the best service

( ) 58. If you pay 40 yuan for a full-price movie ticket on Tuesday, you can buy a second ticket for
.

A. 10 yuan B. 20 yuan C. 24 yuan D. free

B
Ming Wang, a young office worker, inherited a large sum of money after his parents died, but he

wasn’t happy at all. When his college friends were looking for their jobs, he didn’t have to Ming
decided to live a simple life like everyone else. He gave half of his money to charity to help poor
children live a happy life. Today, he still wears cheap shoes, clothes and drives a small car, but he is
very pleased.

Up to now, Ming has funded some children from poor countries all over the world. The money
has been used for children’s study, food, medicine and clothing. Ming receives a report each year on
the children’s progress. They can write to each other, but usually the children do not speak English.

Ming remembered that when he first heard about these children, he immediately decided to help
them. “It was nothing special,” he said, “I didn’t know anything about their life until I went to these
countries and met the children I am helping.” Once Ming went to meet a little girl in Africa. He said
that the meeting was very exciting. “When I met her, I felt very happy. And I saw that the money was
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used for a good cause. It brought me happiness. I want to do everything I can to go on helping
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those children.”
( ) 59. Ming learned about the children’s progress by .

A. visiting them each year B. getting a report every year
C. staying with them D. talking to them in English

( ) 60. The underlined words “for a good cause” means “ ”.
A. 施舍 B. 行善 C. 优惠 D. 赏赐

( ) 61. What can we learn from Ming’s story?
A. Help others, and you will feel happy.
B. It’s necessary to do charity.
C. Live a simple life, and you can receive happiness.
D. It’s important to help children in need.

C
Rivers are one of our most important natural resources. Many of the world’s great cities are

located on rivers, and almost every country has at least one river flowing through it that plays an
important part in the lives of its people.

Since the beginning of history, people have used rivers for transportation. The longest one in the
United States is the Mississippi. The lifeline of Egypt is the Nile. To the people of India, the Ganges is
great, but it is also important for transportation; ships can travel along it for a thousand miles. Other
great rivers are the Congo in Africa and the Mekong in Southeast Asia. The greatest of all for
navigation, however, is the Amazon in Brazil. It is so wide and so deep that large ships can go about
two thousand miles upon it.

Besides transportation, rivers give food, water to drink, water for crops, and chances for fun for
the people who live along their banks. In order to increase the supply of water for crops, engineers
sometimes build a dam across a river and let a lake form behind the dam. Then people can use the
water not only to grow crops but also to make electricity for their homes and industries.

However, large cities and industries located upon rivers often make problems. As the cities grow
in size and industries increase in number, the water in the rivers becomes polluted with chemicals
and other materials. People are learning the importance. However, if they want to enjoy the benefits
of this natural resource, they must do more.
( ) 62. Which is NOT TURE?

A. The Nile is in India.
B. Almost every country has at least one important river.
C. Many cities are located on rivers.
D. Rivers play an important part in the lives of people.

( ) 63. People can use the water from a dam for .
A. keeping the rivers clean B. making electricity
C. growing crops D. both B and C

( ) 64. The water in the river is polluted because .
A. people use too much water for growing crops
B. people wash clothes in the river
C. people pour chemicals and other materials
D. people build a dam across a river
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( ) 65. The best title of the passage is .
A. Rivers in Cities B. The Importance of Rivers
C. Rivers and Transportation D. Natural Resources

D
When I was a little child, my parents took me to Germany. 66 When I came back, I could

speak German fluently.
During a holiday, I stayed at home with nothing to do. My father brought a German book. “Why

don’t you translate it into Chinese? It will be better than playing computer games all day.” said my
father 67 I promised to do 4,000 words each day, but soon I found it hard to keep the promise.
After translating only three pages, I already lost interest in the book. 68 I didn’t want to
continue. I counted the words again and again. I felt as if two people were fighting in my mind. One
said, “Don’t give up! Keep working hard and you will do well!” The other one said, “ 69 It will be
more interesting than translating.” I stood up and was about to start playing the games, but then I
remembered what my parents had told me.

“Whatever you do, don’t stop half way.” 70

A. I just wanted to give up.
B. I agreed to do it happily.
C. I had lived there for nine years.
D. Go and play computer games at once.
E. I decided to play computer games again.
F. So I sat down quietly and went on with it.

E
Read the following information and match the tourists with the tourist attractions:
A. Holiday homes in Mallorca: Quiet in summer season. Beautiful family apartments with views of

mountains and close to shops and restaurants. Cycling, sailing and sports clubs nearby.
B. Italy in comfort: Luxury carriage tours of Italy. 21 days to visit five Italian cities starting from

London, May 1st, See the arts and culture of historic Italy.
C. Kibbutz holidays in Israel: Working holidays on a farm in Israel for one to three months.

Accommodations, food and trips to historic sights are all free. You pay only for the cheap flights.
D. Two weeks on a Caribbean island: Two- week holidays in Hotel Splendid. On a lovely beach

with golden sands and deep-blue sea. Tennis, golf, sailing and all water sports.
E. Muay Thai: It’s Thailand’s most ancient and popular martial art. It’s part of every festival and

broadcast throughout the country every day.
F. Shanghai Museum: There are 120,000 pieces on show here. You can see the whole of Chinese

history. Time: Monday-Friday 9: 00 a.m. - 5: 00 p.m.
Mike, enjoys sport, dancing and swimming. He is planning to relax himself on the beach.
Jack, a teenager, plans to spend his school summer holidays with his parents. The best place is one

where it is quiet and has lots of things for boys to do.
Maria, a university student, wishes for a holiday that is cheap and sounds very interesting.
Peter, fascinated by martial art, is always eager to see such exciting and adventurous sports.
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Kevin, interested in art and history and he wants to have a better knowledge of the history of China.
Tourist Tourist Attractions
71. ( ) Mike A. Holiday homes in Mallorca
72. ( ) Jack B. Italy in comfort
73. ( ) Maria C. Kibbutz holidays in island
74. ( ) Peter D. Two weeks on a Caribbean island
75. ( ) Kevin E. Muay Thai

F. Shanghai Museum

Part Two Written Test (45%)

I. Definition. (0.5*10, 5’)
1. a piece of paper, metal etc. that has writing on it and gives information
2. to make sth. finish; to finish
3. a very wide road built for fast travel; expressway
4. a business that provides a particular service for people or organizations
5. (of a slope, stairs, etc.) rising or falling sharply, not gradually
6. the area outside the Earth’s air
7. the place sb. is going to.
8. especially
9. to eat a large amount of food, with great enjoyment
10. the part along the outside of something

Il. Complete the following sentences with the correct forms of the words you have learnt from
Unit 3 and 3 in New Horizons Book 2 according to the contexts and the first letters. (1*15,
15’)

1. That couple always hold a small c on their wedding anniversary. They prepare gifts for
each other and eat in their favorite restaurant on that day.

2. A good teacher should encourage the students to achieve their full p and help them
make their dreams come true.

3. Many people had planned to travel during the holiday, but u , they had to change their
plans because of the outbreak of COVID-19.

4. My mother s the refrigerator with foods and drinks that she had bought in the
supermarket.

5. The way how people greet each other is influenced by social c . Japanese bow while the
French kiss each other on the cheek.

6. The teachers have made a for the coming foreign languages festival. Various activities
will be held next week.

7. Taking a r on the roller coaster is very popular among teenagers. It’s fun and exciting.
8. When cherry trees are in b in spring, people will flock into the mountains to admire the

flowers.
9. A by the funny movie, the audience can’t help laughing out loud in the theatre.
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10. Steve Jobs f the Apple company with his friend when he was only twenty-one years
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old.
11. The football match was e to be held at 3 p.m., but it was cancelled later because of bad

weather.
12. Mrs. Smith never wears f dresses because she doesn’t like bright colors or

complicated designs. She believes that simplicity is beauty.
13. Junior students spend less time c with their parents than with their friends. They prefer

to talk with someone of their age.
14. Avocados c high protein and little fat are often included in the diet of the people who

want to lose weight.
15. Captain Liu Chuanjian dealt with the emergency calmly and saved all the passengers by I

the plane safely.

III. Rewrite the sentences. (1*10, 10’)
1. 众所周知，太阳是太阳系的中心。

the sun is the center of the solar system.
2. 老师告诉我们把困难当作生活的财富。

Our teacher told us to difficulties the wealth of life.
3. 他从门后面跳了出来，把我吓了一大跳。

He jumped out from behind the door and .
4. 他们做了一切能做的事情来确保女儿的幸福。

They did everything they could do to the happiness of their
daughter.

5. 地铁站在我家的步行范围内。

The subway station is of my house.
6. 人们常常看到她早上出门散步。

She go out for a walk in the morning.
7. 由于对手弃权，他们取得了轻而易举的胜利。

They as their opponents had withdrawn from the game.
8. 不管她做什么都没有用。

Whatever she does, it .
9. The twins are alike in appearance but are different in personality. (Paraphrase)

The twins are alike in appearance but .
10. He won the prize successfully. (Paraphrase)

He the prize.

IV. Write from memory. (1*5, 5’)
1..............................................................................................Today, people can do many things that “polite”

people didn’t do many years ago.
2. I describe the sights .
3. If you like people, and if you like to travel, !
4. . We all need a

certain amount each day to make our bodies work properly.
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5..................................................................................................................................All of them got at least five
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dollars a day, which was a lot in those days
V. Fill in the blanks with the proper forms of the given words. (0.5*10, 5’)

Qian Xuesen was born in Hangzhou On December 11, 1911. After 1 (graduate) from
Shanghai Jiaotong University, he traveled to the United States for 2 (far) study. There he
received his Ph. D degrees in both aerospace and mathematics. Later, he became a teacher as well
as a researcher who studied rocket and missile theories. Qian decided 3 (return) to his country.
The Americans tried to stop him from going back to China, 4 he made it. People said he could
have made much more money if he had stayed in the U.S. He 5 (simple) laughed and replied,
“My family name is Qian, but I don’t like qian.”

In 1956, Qian Xuesen set up the 6 (one) research institute of rockets and missiles in China.
From then on, he was 7 charge of developing China’s missile, rocket and spacecraft research
programs. He was the pioneer in these fields and 8 (honor) as “the Father of China’s
Missiles” Qian is the 9 (proud) of the Chinese nation.

Qian Xuesen 10 (pass) away in 2009, but his spirit still encourages Chinese youth today.
His devotion to his country was expressed in his saying, “My career is in China, my success is in
china and my destination is in China!”
1. 2. 3. 4. 5.
6. 7. 8. 9. 10.

VI. R.A. Complete the following sentences with the correct forms of the given words/ idioms
we’ve learned in RA. One is extra. (0.5*10, 5’)

perform skill medal except needless to say
animated comedy major romantic be hard to find
decade

1. The students in our school enjoy A.T.T.T. in the Foreign Languages Festival.
2. Marion Jones has won two gold in the 100m and 200m sprints and a bronze in the long

jump.
3. Charlie Chaplin was one of the greatest actors in the twentieth century. His funnymovie

Modern Times makes people laugh to tears.
4. Due to the economic crisis, it a good job. Graduates are worried about their future.
5. Smoking is a cause of many diseases, such as lung cancer.
6. Learning a foreign language is a real challenge. , it takes a lot of patience and

perseverance
7. Chinese directors have produced several successful movies like Ne Zha and Legend of

deification (《姜子牙》) in recent years.
8. The watch maker showed his in repairing the old clock.
9. The couple had a candlelit dinner on Valentine’s Day.
10. Many museums are open every day Mondays.
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深圳外国语语学校 2020-2021 初二第一学期期末考试分析表

二、客观题（除听力部分）

三、非选择题

语法填空

1. graduating
2. further
3. to return
4. but
5. simply
6. first
7. in
8. was honored
9. pride
10. passed

选词填空

1. performing
2. medals
3. comedy
4. is hard to find

题号 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

答案 D C B D A C A A B B

题号 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

答案 A C D D A B A B C B

题号 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50

答案 B A B C B C B A B A

题号 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60

答案 C A C B D C A B B B

题号 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70

答案 Ａ A D C B C B A D F

题号 71 72 73 74 75

答案 D A C E F
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5. major
6. Needless to say
7. animated
8. skill
9. romantic
10. except
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